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About This Game

RPG based Idle/Clicker Style Game. Fight against endless wave of monsters.
Level up, unlock bonuses, craft and upgrade equipments and hold your ground.
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This game have great potential. Hope to see more level or even an open world style map. With more missions, objectives, items
and weapons. Already waiting for the next update :D. The controls are a bit odd when you use keyboard, i will suggest you to
use a controller if you're going to buy the game.
The game itself has lot of potential, it just needs to have a better way of explaining what to do, a better UI and fix the sound,
else i enjoyed the game.

You would make me damn happy if you check out my gameplay review of the video!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=2-d-eH0blvc&t=355s. I have played every dungeon crawler since the great Dungeon
master, but none of them ever came close to providing the fun and atmosphere of Dungeon master. That was until this game
came along.

PROs:
-Great yet simple game mechanics that feel just right.
-Very good and sensible story line (well told).
-Hard monsters. Even a cute little pink eyed rat can wipe the floor with you. To defeat said vermin/monsters you find ways to
weaken and overcome giving you a true sense of accomplishment.
-Nice graphics and ambient.

CONs:
-No volume sliders, can become annoying.
-No monster killing doors, so not a true rival to Dungeon Master.. I thought it would be tough and obtuse, as I expect
SHENZHEN I\/O to be. But it turned out to be very easy, casual, and pretty interesting. It's minimalistic in many aspects: no
Undo, only three suits. It's mildly unusual: "dragons" that are kind of three separate suits with different collection rules, a
"flower" card that is there seemingly for some symbolic reason and having practically no influence on the game.

Recommended as a casual coffee break solitaire.. Pros:
- Interesting puzzle mechanic
- small price
- trading cards

Cons:
- not much of levels (only 50) and first 20 of them are elementary, so you have only 30 to solve which provide at least bit of
complexity
- reiterative: you have mirror areas on the same level with exactly the same placement of blocks, which forces you to repeat the
same solution twice or thrice.
- timed puzzles the same as you already solved in "normal mode". Don't really see any reason to repeat them again, especially
when so much time given. Different puzzles specially constructed for timed mode with very little time given would have been
interesting, otherwise it's pointless.

As the side note: there are no text description or tutorial of what to do in game. Well, it's not hard to figure out by practice but
someone may find it confusing at least at the beginning.. This game was amazing. I loved all the characters and interactions..
Slight learning curve but once you know how abilities work for the heros you should be set.. Fun, light shooter.

Great graphic style, interesting upgrades, freeform play in an open play field, lightly punishing death mechanic, choose your
own difficulty on the fly. I'm playing with keyboard and mouse, I bet it would be even more fun as a twin stick shooter.. I mean
this is the kindest way possible: #$*@ you, InvertMouse. I hate you for making me feel these things.

(In other words...play this game)
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The Level has a pretty cool story. It follows the story of the second half of the second season. The characters are all relevent to
the first and second season fo the show. As a big fan of the show I am glad that they made this DLC pack for the fans of the
show.. Very nice looking game. plays really well but did make me feel a little sick - but I'll stay with it. Recommeneded. Very
easy game. It does not simulate ACW warfare and is more of a 'shoot-em-up'. I will not be buying any more from this series
based on this game.. This is garbage, and a full time lie.............. dont put your money on this..... Played it a lil bit. S'alright..
Stop whatever you are doing and buy this game!! The atmosphere and sense of presence are second to none and the action is
beyond intense. Games like this are why I know VR is more than just a fad. Play this game with a bit of Bob Marley in your
system and you are truly transported to another dimension. Thank you devs for this amazing VR gift! :-). This game is fun and
imaginative. I love how it perfectly fits into one of the Redwall books. I was even having flashbacks to the daydream like state
of reading the book when it reached those parts. Even though, I had read it so long ago.

However, you will likely get stuck in at least 2 particular parts of the story and need to look on forums for help. Also, about half
of the achievements are near impossible to achieve without the inside knowledge of the game developers or years of text
adventuring experience.

I reluctantly recommend this game. It is a joy, due to the narration and illustrations, but is so hard-set in the tradition of text
adventures that it's unlikely to hold the attention of an inexperienced audience. The game still feels more like a chore than a
challenge. If text adventures are your thing, you'll feel right at home and then some.. I can\u2019t believe this game is only $5.
Granted the player base is small & I believe there\u2019s only one map as of this review. But if you\u2019re willing to be
patient & can find a decent sized server, this game is a blast! It\u2019s a WW2 FPS that plays like the usual shooter, with team
based PVP matches and recently added single player. It has a class system but you can also loot buildings and bodies for better
gear & supplies. You can then use the supplies to base build for defense or you can craft vehicles. I think it will take a few
updates with added content before it really takes off, but my only hope is the player base grows. Because this game is awesome
and deserves a bigger spotlight. Absolutely worth the $5 in its current state.. That game was an interesting Battlefield like. It has
a solo mode with a story. This campaigne is rapidly completed since it's purposed is to introduce the special items, weapon
types, features, and the overall background.

The main experience is the multiplayer and it is dead. T
he main menu browser does not work anymore. There's a guide on steam explaining how to join a server in this game, but there
are only 3 servers and they are all empty, so this is clearly a dead game that should not be sold on steam.

There's a LAN mode, so if you find a couple of 30-60 people willing to play it, that may be interesting, although you could do
the same with Battlefield 2 which is in my opinion better.. The bundle is only really worth it's price when on sale for 50% off. I
got it primarily for the 25,000 galatic standards. However you actually also save a lot of credits not having to pay to increase the
size of your warehouse, so that's nice. Bonuses for the synergy and loytaly vouchers plus extra fleet strenght means less grind.
I've learned that the premium ships are better to use if you wanna grind out some synergy because they give 20%free synergy
and extra income plus they are a lil more OP than the standard ships.

The stickers can't be removed so make sure you think carefully before applying.

To maximize your galatic standards you should wait for sales which pop up frequently. Stuff like the spatial scanner go on sale
for 50% off, same thing with destroyer part bundles, premium ships and synergy transfers so be patient.

Only major letdown on this is I really wish it came with a premium license given most other ships for sale provide you with
several days of premium license.

Don't forget to apply your new title of Elite pilot that the bundle provides!!!
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